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ABSTRACT 
 In this paper we have designed and 
applied to mixed (continuous and categorical) data in a fuzzy context, as proposed 
multiobjective partitional clustering problem.
external validity indexes Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) and Minkowski Score (MS). 
performing  multiobjective partitional clustering  with  mixed  data, 
modeled  with  fuzzy  logic,  allowing for
clusters, was obtained as a result of the research.
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designed and implemented  multiple possible stochastic hill climbing alternatives, 
applied to mixed (continuous and categorical) data in a fuzzy context, as proposed   solution

partitional clustering problem. To validate the efficacy of this approach we selected the 
dexes Adjusted Rand Index (ARI) and Minkowski Score (MS). An approach 

performing  multiobjective partitional clustering  with  mixed  data, which  also  provides  solutions  
allowing for  a better description of the distribution of objects among the  

was obtained as a result of the research. 

Unsupervised learning and clustering • Applied computing➝ Multi
Computing methodologies➝ Cluster analysis. 

Partitional clustering; multiobjective hill climbing ;fuzzy domain; mixed data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
The large volume of information stored in enterprises, entities, institutions, etc. 
of analyzing data analysis and comprehension. K
applied in order to extract unknown and interesting trends. Partitional clustering is a relevant unsupervised 
task of this process, which is defined as follows
Giving a set of objects , ,

is divided into  partitions (clusters, groups) 

Equation (3) defines crisp partitional clustering. However, there exist domains where frontiers of groups 
are not very clear. Modeling the problem as fuzzy p
memberships of objects among the groups, in contrast to crisp partitional clustering that considers complete 
belongingness of objects to clusters. This
order to model fuzzy partitional clustering, Equation (3) is substituted for a data structure known as 
membership matrix, defined in (Xu 2009

 where ∈  0,1 is membership coefficient of 

Where  is the number of clusters and 
distribution of each object among the c
As (Xu 2009) outlines, optimal partitioning cannot be obtained due to 
heuristics are needed, although optimal solutions
found. 
A well known technique is the k-means algorithm, 
selected as centers of clusters. All othe
(Euclidian distance). Then centers of clusters are updated thr
until no new centersare computed or 
characterize the clusters.  
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The large volume of information stored in enterprises, entities, institutions, etc. surpasses human 
analysis and comprehension. Knowledge discovery from databases process 

applied in order to extract unknown and interesting trends. Partitional clustering is a relevant unsupervised 
task of this process, which is defined as follows 

… ,   where , , … ,   and is a feature of the object. 
partitions (clusters, groups) , , … , ,  where: 

, 1, … ,                              1  
                                           2   

∩     , 1, … ,  3  

Equation (3) defines crisp partitional clustering. However, there exist domains where frontiers of groups 
odeling the problem as fuzzy partitional clustering allows more accuracy 

memberships of objects among the groups, in contrast to crisp partitional clustering that considers complete 
usters. This information plays an important role for the deci

fuzzy partitional clustering, Equation (3) is substituted for a data structure known as 
Xu 2009) as: 

is membership coefficient of -thgroup. Satisfying the following res

1, ∀                                 4  

0 , ∀                        5  

is the number of clusters and  the total amount of objects. Equation (4) is the membership 
distribution of each object among the clusters whereas Equation (5) prevents obtaining empty groups.

outlines, optimal partitioning cannot be obtained due to the extreme computational cost. Thus 
, although optimal solutions cannot be provided, at least near-optimal solutions

means algorithm, the procedure is as follows. First  objects are randomly 
selected as centers of clusters. All other objects are grouped to the nearest center, based on distance
(Euclidian distance). Then centers of clusters are updated through Equation (7). This procedure iterates 

computed or an iteration limit is reached. The final centers obtained represent and 
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human capability 
nowledge discovery from databases process can be 

applied in order to extract unknown and interesting trends. Partitional clustering is a relevant unsupervised 
is a feature of the object. 

Equation (3) defines crisp partitional clustering. However, there exist domains where frontiers of groups 
artitional clustering allows more accuracy in respect to 

memberships of objects among the groups, in contrast to crisp partitional clustering that considers complete 
ision maker. In 

fuzzy partitional clustering, Equation (3) is substituted for a data structure known as  a 

thgroup. Satisfying the following restrictions: 

the total amount of objects. Equation (4) is the membership 
lusters whereas Equation (5) prevents obtaining empty groups. 

extreme computational cost. Thus 
optimal solutions can be 

objects are randomly 
est center, based on distance metric 

Equation (7). This procedure iterates 
limit is reached. The final centers obtained represent and 
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The K-means algorithm is only suitable for 
Nevertheless, many real life data sets are
2007), and a variation of k-means is needed. 
In this variation dissimilarity between objects is measured by Equation (8) extracted from 

where: 

Centers are constructed with the mode of each feature of cluster objects, known as k
However, most of the real problem
such domains none of the previous alternatives could by ap
limitation (Huang 1998) proposes an integration of both t
this procedure distance function Equation (6) and dissimilarity function Equation (8) are used to compare 
numerical and categorical features respectively. Thus 
mixed features denoted as vector of attributes as 
 

,
 
Where  is used to avoid favoritism 
used for numerical data and mode for categorical data.
Representative objects of clusters can be observed being 
k-means and variations as previously presented, are sensitive to outliers, i.e. extremely distant data from 
cluster can degrade substantially the solution. An 
representative and all other objects are grouped to the most similar, computed with Equation (11).
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∈

                                     7  

means algorithm is only suitable for a numeric domain since Euclidian distance is purely numeric. 
Nevertheless, many real life data sets are categorical in nature as is pointed in (Anirban Mukhopadhyay 

means is needed.  
In this variation dissimilarity between objects is measured by Equation (8) extracted from (Huang 1998

, ,                       8  

, 0 
1                     9  

 
Centers are constructed with the mode of each feature of cluster objects, known as k-modes.  
However, most of the real problemed data sets are mixed in nature (numeric and categorical features). In 

previous alternatives could by applied in their original design. To overcome this 
proposes an integration of both techniques in a procedure called k

this procedure distance function Equation (6) and dissimilarity function Equation (8) are used to compare 
numerical and categorical features respectively. Thus the difference between two objects 

vector of attributes as , , … , , , … ,  is calculated as follows:

 ,      10  

favoritism of any features types. Computing representative object Equation 
used for numerical data and mode for categorical data. 

can be observed being constructed. In (Kamber 2006) authors state
means and variations as previously presented, are sensitive to outliers, i.e. extremely distant data from 

cluster can degrade substantially the solution. An alternative is selecting an existing object as a 
representative and all other objects are grouped to the most similar, computed with Equation (11).
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numeric domain since Euclidian distance is purely numeric. 
Anirban Mukhopadhyay 

Huang 1998): 

 
data sets are mixed in nature (numeric and categorical features). In 

plied in their original design. To overcome this 
k-prototypes. In 

this procedure distance function Equation (6) and dissimilarity function Equation (8) are used to compare 
difference between two objects    and  with 

is calculated as follows: 

omputing representative object Equation (7) is 
authors state that 

means and variations as previously presented, are sensitive to outliers, i.e. extremely distant data from a 
alternative is selecting an existing object as a 

representative and all other objects are grouped to the most similar, computed with Equation (11). 
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Where  is total sum of error,  an object of cluster 
strategy is known as k-medoids, a medoid
representative object. 
 
Methods based in k-medoids are not restricted to specific data type, thu
dissimilarity measure Equation (8) can be adapted without limitation to k
Equation (10) is selected in order to cover 
tackled however most of the real data set 
overcome this limitation, a variation of 
medoids, it partitions the entire data set into k clusters 
with a degree of belongingness or membership, defined in 
 
as follows.  
 

 
Where    represents the matrix of fuzzy partition, 
and   , … ,  vector of medoids.
 

 
The method starts with k randomly selected medoids. In each iteration, after membership matrix is 
calculated with Equation (13), it is used to re

of -th cluster satisfies  such as:
 

 
The techniques presented so far optimize only one criterion (compactness) over 
type of distribution optimizing compactness can 
unsupervised technique there is no
criterion alone cannot uncover groups of distinct types, therefore, and as 
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                       11  

an object of cluster  and  its correspondent representative object. This 
medoids, a medoid being the most centrally located object in a cluster, i.e. 

medoids are not restricted to specific data type, thus distant metric Equation (6) or 
dissimilarity measure Equation (8) can be adapted without limitation to k-medoid procedure. Nevertheless 
Equation (10) is selected in order to cover a mixed data domain. So far a mixed data domain has been 

real data set does not have clear enough frontiers between clusters. In order to 
overcome this limitation, a variation of the previously mentioned technique is adopted, known as fuzzy k
medoids, it partitions the entire data set into k clusters considering that each object belongs to all clusters 
with a degree of belongingness or membership, defined in (Mukhopadhyay 2013) 

, :  ∗  ,           12  

matrix of fuzzy partition,  membership degree of object 
vector of medoids. 

 1
∑ ,

,
                           13  

starts with k randomly selected medoids. In each iteration, after membership matrix is 
alculated with Equation (13), it is used to re-computmedoids with Equation (14). Medoid 

such as: 

 ∗ ,         14  

echniques presented so far optimize only one criterion (compactness) over the entire data set. For this 
type of distribution optimizing compactness can yield good solutions. However, since clustering is an 

ed technique there is no previous knowledge about distribution of the objects. Moreover, 
cannot uncover groups of distinct types, therefore, and as (Hruschka 2009) suggests
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of clusters should be measured by multiple criteria instead 
 
Optimizing more than one criterion has been 
multiobjective (Hruschka 2009).(Handl J. 2007
be more robust and provides better solutions than single objective optimization, 
exploits entirely the potential of using various criteria. Since ensemble is restricted to integrating solutions 
provided by multiples single objective optimization techniques it does not expl
simultaneously optimized. On the other hand such solutions are explor
The multiobjective approach introduced in 
conflictive between them, thus op
functions are considered as the problem,
The formalization of the Multiobjective optimization problem is extracted from 
Find the vector ̅∗ ∗, ∗, … , ∗
 
 
 
                                                      the
 
 
                                                   and optimizes the vector function
 

̅
 
To clarify when a solution is considered optimal principles of Pareto are
concepts can be found in (Coello Coello 2007
 
A solution ∈ , is said to be optimal of Pareto respecting to 

 ʹ ʹ , … , ʹ dominates
dominates another vector   ( , …
is,  ∀  ∈  1, … , ,  ∧ ∃ 1,
than one, a set of solutions is obtained, known as 
process. For a given MOO problem, 

∗:  
The objective of this paper is to develop a multiobjective optimization procedure for partitional clustering 
capable of covering mixed and fuzzy data.
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of clusters should be measured by multiple criteria instead of a single criterion. 
Optimizing more than one criterion has been proposed in two main approaches ensemble and 

Handl J. 2007) and (Hruschka 2009) outline of ensemble 
be more robust and provides better solutions than single objective optimization, they posit that 

ial of using various criteria. Since ensemble is restricted to integrating solutions 
provided by multiples single objective optimization techniques it does not exploit solutions that are 
simultaneously optimized. On the other hand such solutions are explored by the multiobjective approach. 

ultiobjective approach introduced in (Handl J. 2004a), optimizes simultaneously various objectives, 
conflictive between them, thus optimizing one, degrades other. In such an approach, many objective 

are considered as the problem, and every one with the same level of priority. 
Multiobjective optimization problem is extracted from (Mukhopadhyay 2007a

 of decision variables that will satisfy the  inequality constraints

̅ 0, 1,2, … ,            15  
the  equality constraints 

̅ 0, 1,2, … ,              16  
and optimizes the vector function 

̅ ̅ ̅ , ̅ , … , ̅      17  
To clarify when a solution is considered optimal principles of Pareto are applied in this resea

Coello Coello 2007) and are defined as follows. 
is said to be optimal of Pareto respecting to  if and only if there is no ʹ

dominates  , … , . A vector  
… , ) denoted by ( ≼  if and only if  is partially less than 
… , such as . Applying principles of Pareto to MOO rather 

than one, a set of solutions is obtained, known as the Pareto optimal set, which is in fact the 
MOO problem, , Pareto optimal set ∗, is defined as: 

 ∈   | ∄ ʹ ∈   ʹ ≼          18  
this paper is to develop a multiobjective optimization procedure for partitional clustering 

mixed and fuzzy data. 
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1.1 Related Work 
 
Partitional clustering is an NP-hard problem 
provide near optimal solutions in a reasonable response time. 
 
Much effort has been exertedwith the
solutions to multiobjective partitional clustering. Approaches to multiobjective partitional clustering base
on evolutionary algorithms can be found in 
(Mukhopadhyay 2010), (Handl J. 2004a
(Dutta 2012c), (Dutta 2012d), (Dutta 2013
found in (Mukhopadhyay 2007b), 
2013a).  
 
On the other hand, local search metaheuristics, have not been sufficiently exploited for multiobjective 
partitional clustering problems, as was pointed
searching in the neighborhood of a single solution in each ite
have been developed, such as (Smith and Misra 2005
2013b) based in simulated annealing (SA) whereas tabu search (TS) was used in 
hybrid component in (Caballero 2008
 
In the surveyed literature neither random search (RS) nor hill climbing (HC) had been used as searching 
strategy to tackle the multiobjective partitional clustering problem. Nevertheless previous works had 
implemented local search for multiobjective optimization. In 
annealing and hill climbing were used. Experimental results demonstrated 
of hill climbing over simulated annealing and tabu search. 
 
In the research presented by (Díaz Pando and Rosete Suárez 2013
was tackled with various methods (hill climbing, random search, tabu search, simulated annealing and 
genetic algorithm). As a result they provide evidence of perceptible superiority of hill climbing over the 
rest of techniques used, with respect
experiments to compare hill climbing, restart hill climbing and genetic algorithm in a multiobjective 
optimization problem. Based on the 
than genetic algorithm and restart hill climbing overcomes genetic algorithm performance. 
 
In the light of this, and based on No Free Launch theorem
the multiobjective partitional clustering problem.
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hard problem (Dutta 2012b). In absence of the exact solution, metaheuristics 
provide near optimal solutions in a reasonable response time.  

exertedwith the perspective that evolutionary algorithms (EAs) provide good 
solutions to multiobjective partitional clustering. Approaches to multiobjective partitional clustering base
on evolutionary algorithms can be found in (Mukhopadhyay 2007a), (Bandyopadhyay 2007

Handl J. 2004a), (Handl J. 2005), (Handl J. 2007), (Dutta 2012a), 
Dutta 2013) for crisp partitions. Whereas for fuzzy partitions

, (Mukhopadhyay 2009), (Saha 2011), (Mukhopadhyay 2013

local search metaheuristics, have not been sufficiently exploited for multiobjective 
, as was pointed out in (Bandyopadhyay 2008), because of 

searching in the neighborhood of a single solution in each iteration. However, different effective methods 
Smith and Misra 2005), (Bandyopadhyay 2008) and (Saha 2009

in simulated annealing (SA) whereas tabu search (TS) was used in (Beausoleil 2007
Caballero 2008) and (Caballero 2009). 

In the surveyed literature neither random search (RS) nor hill climbing (HC) had been used as searching 
multiobjective partitional clustering problem. Nevertheless previous works had 

implemented local search for multiobjective optimization. In (Infante Abreu 2014)tabu search, simulated 
e used. Experimental results demonstrated a good and stable performance

of hill climbing over simulated annealing and tabu search.  
Díaz Pando and Rosete Suárez 2013)the multiobjective optimization problem 

was tackled with various methods (hill climbing, random search, tabu search, simulated annealing and 
genetic algorithm). As a result they provide evidence of perceptible superiority of hill climbing over the 

respect to average of convergence. Finally (Díaz 2001) carried out multiples 
experiments to compare hill climbing, restart hill climbing and genetic algorithm in a multiobjective 

the data set used, such research concludes hill climbing is as good or better 
and restart hill climbing overcomes genetic algorithm performance.  

on No Free Launch theorem, hill climbing is selected as searching strategy for 
multiobjective partitional clustering problem. 
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imization problem 
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experiments to compare hill climbing, restart hill climbing and genetic algorithm in a multiobjective 
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2. MULTIOBJECTIVE P
CLIMBING 
 
2.1 Fitness computation 
 
In (Handl J. 2007) objective functions are classified (depending on what type of distribution present 
clusters identify) into three categories: compactness, connectedness and spatial separation. Compactness 
tries to find clusters where objects are very similar to centers, w
structures and spatial separation delimit as much as possible frontiers between clusters.
 
 
The literature surveyed presents that 
the selected criteria(Handl J. 2004b
(Chun-Wei 2012) and (Saha 2013b
(Dutta 2012b), (Dutta 2012c) and (Mukhopadhyay 2007a
 
 
All papers that deal with fuzzy data 
(Mukhopadhyay 2009), (Mukhopadhyay 2007b
(Mukhopadhyay 2013),except for 
simultaneously. As can be observed
clustering and numerical/categorical data. This criterion describes in principle the basis of clustering, i.e. 
identify clusters where objects are very similar to
partitioning, compactness is simultaneously optimized with connectedness, in contrast with fuzzy 
partitioning where spatial separation is used. 
 
 
In the light of this, fitness computation is oriented to measure compactness and sp
Therefore we selected  Equation (12) and 
(Bandyopadhyay 2007) and (Mukhopadhyay 2013
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MULTIOBJECTIVE PARTITIONAL CLUSTERING – HILL 

objective functions are classified (depending on what type of distribution present 
clusters identify) into three categories: compactness, connectedness and spatial separation. Compactness 
tries to find clusters where objects are very similar to centers, whereas connectedness looks for convex 
structures and spatial separation delimit as much as possible frontiers between clusters. 

that in crispclustering case, compactness and connectedness 
Handl J. 2004b), (Handl J. 2004a), (Handl J. 2005), (Handl J. 2007), (

Saha 2013b) compared with compactness and spatial separation 
Mukhopadhyay 2007a).  

with fuzzy data (Suresh 2009), (Mukhopadhyay 2010), (Di Nuovo 2007
Mukhopadhyay 2007b), (Bandyopadhyay 2007), (Saha 2013a

,except for (Di Nuovo 2007), measure compactness and spatial separation 
multaneously. As can be observed, compactness is always measured independently of crisp/fuzzy 

clustering and numerical/categorical data. This criterion describes in principle the basis of clustering, i.e. 
identify clusters where objects are very similar to its center. Another interesting aspect is that for crisp 

compactness is simultaneously optimized with connectedness, in contrast with fuzzy 
partitioning where spatial separation is used.  

fitness computation is oriented to measure compactness and spatial separation. 
Equation (12) and Xie-Beni Equation (20) exactly as were used in 

Mukhopadhyay 2013). 
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hereas connectedness looks for convex 

 are more often 
(Matake 2007), 

pactness and spatial separation (Dutta 2012a), 

Di Nuovo 2007), (Saha 2011), 
Saha 2013a) and 

spatial separation 
independently of crisp/fuzzy 

clustering and numerical/categorical data. This criterion describes in principle the basis of clustering, i.e. 
interesting aspect is that for crisp 

compactness is simultaneously optimized with connectedness, in contrast with fuzzy 

atial separation. 
Equation (20) exactly as were used in (Suresh 2009), 
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Function Xie-Beni (XB) measures average between overall deviation 
separation  of the clusters (Beni 1991
 

B
Where  is the number of objects. 
The goal is minimize  and Xie-Beni
2.2 Solution representation 
 
The type of representation of the approach is based on medoids. Each solution is coded as a vector of 
length  where it is kept as an identifier for each medoid, 
from specification of number of clusters, are randomly selected 
Conformed initial state is conformed with this information.
where all information related to belongingness of objects to clusters is stored.
 
 
2.3 Operator 
 
Several operators are proposed,each of which lead
representation, operators are designed to replace medoids for existing objects only.
 
2.3.1 Combination 
 
Based on (Beausoleil 2007), selects all possible combinations from the vector of med
them with objects randomly selected from data set. This operator is designed to create diversity.
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(XB) measures average between overall deviation , (which is in fact 
Beni 1991). 

∗  ,             18  

 ,                19  
B ∗                                           (20) 

Beni functions simultaneously. 

epresentation and initial state 
The type of representation of the approach is based on medoids. Each solution is coded as a vector of 

an identifier for each medoid, being the number of clusters to identify. Starting 
from specification of number of clusters, are randomly selected  objects as medoids of the groups. 

is conformed with this information. Each state has its own membership matrix, 
where all information related to belongingness of objects to clusters is stored. 

each of which leads to a different solutions. Due to medoid based 
operators are designed to replace medoids for existing objects only. 

, selects all possible combinations from the vector of medoids and replaces 
them with objects randomly selected from data set. This operator is designed to create diversity.
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) and minimal 

The type of representation of the approach is based on medoids. Each solution is coded as a vector of 
the number of clusters to identify. Starting 

objects as medoids of the groups. 
ach state has its own membership matrix, 

. Due to medoid based 

oids and replaces 
them with objects randomly selected from data set. This operator is designed to create diversity. 
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2.3.2 Multiple flip  
 
Based on the flip operator described in 
data set. This operator makes more discrete changes because only
vector of medoids leading to stretch searching space.
 
2.3.3 Separator 
 
It identifies the two medoids with the minor distance between them, let say, medoid A and B. It replaces B 
by each object whose dissimilarity with A is greater than A with B.
different state. After, find all possible states keeping A and substituting B, it does the same procedure but 
keeping B and substituting A. This operator is intended to find solutions whose minimal separation 
Equation (19) is greater than the previous solutions.
 
 
2.3.4 Sequential strategy and Random strategy 
 
These were extracted from (Dávila Ermus 2013
procedure to generate neighborhood of state. In the first case there is a predefined order of switching 
whereas in the second the order of switching is random. As can be see, various operator
previously described operators are used for switching strategies.
For further use and experimentation several of operators can be found in 
Pedroso 2014).  
 
2.4 Procedure. 
 
Let current solution, candidate solution, 
dominated solutions, i.e. optimal Pareto set, 
of a giving state and  the searching space. 
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flip operator described in (Hruschka 2009),  each medoid is substituted for objects from 
data set. This operator makes more discrete changes because only it makes substitutions of length 1 in 

oids leading to stretch searching space. 

It identifies the two medoids with the minor distance between them, let say, medoid A and B. It replaces B 
by each object whose dissimilarity with A is greater than A with B. Every possible substitution 

find all possible states keeping A and substituting B, it does the same procedure but 
keeping B and substituting A. This operator is intended to find solutions whose minimal separation 

revious solutions. 

Sequential strategy and Random strategy  
Dávila Ermus 2013). The strategy is switching the operator used in the 

procedure to generate neighborhood of state. In the first case there is a predefined order of switching 
reas in the second the order of switching is random. As can be see, various operators are needed, thus 

described operators are used for switching strategies. 
For further use and experimentation several of operators can be found in (Hruschka 2009) 

candidate solution,  neighborhood of current solution, 
dominated solutions, i.e. optimal Pareto set, one solution from optimal Pareto set, membership matrix 

the searching space.  
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,  each medoid is substituted for objects from the 
makes substitutions of length 1 in 

It identifies the two medoids with the minor distance between them, let say, medoid A and B. It replaces B 
Every possible substitution generates a 

find all possible states keeping A and substituting B, it does the same procedure but 
keeping B and substituting A. This operator is intended to find solutions whose minimal separation 

. The strategy is switching the operator used in the 
procedure to generate neighborhood of state. In the first case there is a predefined order of switching 

are needed, thus 
 and (Martinez 

neighborhood of current solution, list of non 
membership matrix 
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The term ( ) indicates the applica
neighborhood .The procedure it executes
 
 

Algorithm 1. MultiObjective
Clustering. 

  
 Take ∈  
 Compute of 
 Recomputemedoids in 
 Update of with Equation (13). 
 Add  to  
 Repeat 
     Apply o( ) 
  Take 
  Compute 
  Recomputemedoids in 
  Update 
  If does not dominate
  Repeat
  Take
  If dominates
  Remove 
  EndIf 
  Until end of list 
  If was not dominated 
  Add
  ≔
  EndIf 
 EndIf  
 Until limit of iterations is reached

  

The procedure starts creating an initial solution 
and 2). Then compute medoids, update 
After this an iterative process starts from step 6 to 24, where in each iteration
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application of a givenoperator to the current state in order to generate 
rocedure it executes is as follows 

Algorithm 1. MultiObjective-HillClimbing for Partitional 

 with Equation (13). 
Recomputemedoids in  with Equation (14). 

with Equation (13).  

 to generate  
∈  

Compute of  with Equation (13). 
Recomputemedoids in  with Equation (14). 
Update of with Equation (13). 

does not dominate  
Repeat 

∈  
dominates  

Remove from  
 

Until end of list  or dominates  
was not dominated  

to  
 

 
Until limit of iterations is reached 

rocedure starts creating an initial solution  and calculating its fuzzy membership matrix 
and 2). Then compute medoids, update  of current state  and add current state to list (steps 3, 4 
After this an iterative process starts from step 6 to 24, where in each iteration the operator is applied to 
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current state in order to generate 

and calculating its fuzzy membership matrix  (steps 1 
list (steps 3, 4 and 5). 

operator is applied to the 
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current solution (step 7), generating the neighborhood of 
candidate solution from the neighborhood of current solution (step 8). Membership matrix 
solution is computed with Equation (13), with this medoids of candidate solution (
Equation (14) in step 10, then the 
Dominance verification between candidate solution and current solution is carried out (step 12). If 
candidate solution is non dominated by current solution, it triggers an iteration of 
solution of  list is dominated by candidate solution, it is removed from the list. After 
finishes, if candidate solution is non dominated by any of the solutions of 
taken as the current solution. The o
procedure. 
3. RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
 
3.1 External validity Indexes.
 
In order to measure the efficacy of proposed alternatives external validity indexes
(ARI) and Mincowski Score (MS) are used. 
 
A clustering solution of  elements can be represented by a matrix of 
object  and object  are in the same cluster according to the known solution
matrix representing the correct clustering, let 
to the same cluster in both  and , the number of pairs belonging to the same cluster in 
clusters in , the number of pairs belonging to different clusters in 
number of pairs belonging to different clusters in both 
(Mukhopadhyay 2013) as: 

,
Where 0 , 1 
An ARI value closer to 1 indicates a better solution with,
While giving the same matrixes  and 

where: 

The Mincowski Score value is the normalized distance between two matrixes. The lower MS value, the 
better partitioning founded, with correct solution founded if  
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current solution (step 7), generating the neighborhood of the current solution. Stochastically is selected 
the neighborhood of current solution (step 8). Membership matrix 

solution is computed with Equation (13), with this medoids of candidate solution (x ) are recalculated with 
the membership matrix of candidate solution is updated (step 11). 

Dominance verification between candidate solution and current solution is carried out (step 12). If 
candidate solution is non dominated by current solution, it triggers an iteration of  list (step 13 to 18), if a 

list is dominated by candidate solution, it is removed from the list. After 
finishes, if candidate solution is non dominated by any of the solutions of  list, this is included in 

The outer loop ends when it reaches the limit of iterations

DISCUSSION 
External validity Indexes. 

efficacy of proposed alternatives external validity indexes, Adjusted Rand Index 
(ARI) and Mincowski Score (MS) are used.  

elements can be represented by a matrix of    denoted as , where 
are in the same cluster according to the known solution and 0otherwise

matrix representing the correct clustering, let , , ,  respectively the number of pairs of points belonging 
, the number of pairs belonging to the same cluster in  but to different 

, the number of pairs belonging to different clusters in  but to the same cluster in 
number of pairs belonging to different clusters in both  and . Adjusted Rand Index is defined in 

2         21  

An ARI value closer to 1 indicates a better solution with, , 1. 
and  the Mincowski Score is defined as follows: 

, ‖ ‖
‖ ‖                 22  

‖ ‖ ,                   23  

Mincowski Score value is the normalized distance between two matrixes. The lower MS value, the 
better partitioning founded, with correct solution founded if  ,   0. 
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current solution. Stochastically is selected as a 
the neighborhood of current solution (step 8). Membership matrix  of candidate 

) are recalculated with 
solution is updated (step 11). 

Dominance verification between candidate solution and current solution is carried out (step 12). If 
list (step 13 to 18), if a 

list is dominated by candidate solution, it is removed from the list. After the inner loop 
list, this is included in  and is 

limit of iterations, stopping the 

Adjusted Rand Index 

, where 1 if 
otherwise. If is a 

respectively the number of pairs of points belonging 
but to different 

but to the same cluster in , and the 
. Adjusted Rand Index is defined in 

Mincowski Score value is the normalized distance between two matrixes. The lower MS value, the 
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3.2 Experiment strategy.  
 
 
In the first phase all alternatives are tested in an application domain in order to contrast 
terms of partitioning quality. After this, 
solutions presented in literature, in
multiobjective optimization approaches is 
means and fuzzy k-medoids, in numerical and categorical data domain
Two frequently used data sets named Iris and Zoo 
were extracted from the 
onhttps://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datas
 
 

Name Objects

Iris 

Zoo 

 
 
Parameter settings. The maximum limit of iteration
approach the operator will change
Combination operator, then Multiple Flip o
loops of sequential strategy will be reached.
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In the first phase all alternatives are tested in an application domain in order to contrast the performances in 
terms of partitioning quality. After this, the best alternativesare selected for comparison

, in the same data set. Also, a comparison of mono
multiobjective optimization approaches is observed with classical mono objectives proposals

in numerical and categorical data domains respectively. 
ly used data sets named Iris and Zoo were selected to perform the experiments

the UCI Machine Learning Repository 
https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.html. The next table describes data sets selected. 

Table I.Data sets description. 
 
 

Objects Numerical 
attributes 

Categorical 
Attributes 

Clusters 

150 4 0 3 

101 0 16 7 

. The maximum limit of iterations is fixed, up to 300. In case of the sequential strategy
will change after 50 iterations. The defined sequential order is first apply 

iple Flip operator and afterSeparator operator. With this tuning at least two 
loops of sequential strategy will be reached. 
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performances in 
for comparison with relevant 

a comparison of mono-objective vs 
observed with classical mono objectives proposals, fuzzy k-

experiments. The data sets 
UCI Machine Learning Repository available 

sequential strategy 
equential order is first apply 

eparator operator. With this tuning at least two 
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Table II. Validity indexes values of Hill Climbing on data sets “Iris” and “Zoo”.

 Approaches
Da

ta s
etI

ris 

Separator 
operator  
Combinationope
rator 
MultipleFlipope
rator 
Sequentialstrate
gy 
Randomstrategy

Da
ta s

etZ
oo 

 

Separatoroperat
or 
Combinationope
rator 
Multipleflipoper
ator 
Sequentialstrate
gy 
Randomstrategy

 
The Separator operator approach was designed with the objective of identifying clusters as far away as 
possible, however it can be observed that i
to Xie-Beni index in comparison with all other
tested, Separator operator does not accompl
tested in different data sets.  
 
On the other hand Combination operator
with other single operators (Combination and Multiple F
databases. This suggests that usinga higher diversity 
Further, switching strategies shows 
values in contrast to single operators. This indicates switching strategies resulted 
various operators instead of just one, diversifying and s
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Validity indexes values of Hill Climbing on data sets “Iris” and “Zoo”.
 
 

Approaches Jm XB ARI MS 
66.14 0.57 0.66 0.66 

Combinationope 62.30 0.22 0.80 0.51 
lipope 62.15 0.23 0.79 0.52 

Sequentialstrate 62.30 0.22 0.80 0.51 
Randomstrategy 62.30 0.22 0.80 0.51 
Separatoroperat 26.9432 0.1777 0.6268 0.7050 

Combinationope 25.5279 0.1289 0.8135 0.5189 

Multipleflipoper 26.0422 0.1860 0.6707 0.6744 

Sequentialstrate 25.7950 0.1349 0.8235 0.5024 

Randomstrategy 25.7782 0.1337 0.8266 0.5015 

was designed with the objective of identifying clusters as far away as 
can be observed that in both data sets Separator had the worst performance according 

ex in comparison with all other approaches. Thus it can be said, according to 
eparator operator does not accomplish its purpose. Nevertheless, Separator operator should be 

ombination operator, designed to generate diversity, shows the best results compare
with other single operators (Combination and Multiple Flip) measured in ARI and MS values in both 

a higher diversity in the searching processcan obtain better results. 
 the best results in both databases according to external validity indexes 

values in contrast to single operators. This indicates switching strategies resulted in benefits 
various operators instead of just one, diversifying and stretching searching space every time th
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Validity indexes values of Hill Climbing on data sets “Iris” and “Zoo”. 

was designed with the objective of identifying clusters as far away as 
worst performance according 

according to the data sets 
eparator operator should be 

shows the best results compared 
lip) measured in ARI and MS values in both 

better results.  
the best results in both databases according to external validity indexes 

benefits from using 
tretching searching space every time the switch 
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occurs, which allows for a more sophisticated exploration of
Once approaches are compared,the 
results). It is then selected in order to contrast with other proposals in term
Proposals considered in this phase optimize simultaneously 
context. One of the approaches is (MODEFCCD) which is proposed in 
categorical data, thus will be observed in data set Zoo only. On the other hand
developed in (Saha 2011) can only cover numerical domain, therefore data set Iris is suitable scope for 
comparison. As it was stated previously mono optim
medoids, were selected for Iris and Zoo resp
extracted from (Mukhopadhyay 2013
were obtained from (Saha 2011). 
 

Table III.Validity indexes measures of Fuzzy k
Random Strategy operator in numeric data set Iris.

 Approaches

Da
ta s

et  
Iris

 Fuzzy k-means

MOMoDEFC
Randomstrategy

 
 
Better optimization of the  value suggests
more compact groups than HC Random Strategy. However for XB values 
with HC Random strategy suggest clusters with larger separation
in this research offers better ARI but worse MS values tha
this scenario, it cannot be determined precisely which method offe
point for further rigorous analysis is offered
with the exception of the MS value, 
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a more sophisticated exploration of the searching space. 
,the best alternative proposed is Random strategy (based on previous 

in order to contrast with other proposals in terms of ARI and MS values. 
Proposals considered in this phase optimize simultaneously  and Xie-Beni, and are able to model fuzzy 

approaches is (MODEFCCD) which is proposed in (Saha 2013a), it was designed for 
categorical data, thus will be observed in data set Zoo only. On the other hand, the (MOMoDEFC) method 

can only cover numerical domain, therefore data set Iris is suitable scope for 
comparison. As it was stated previously mono optimization techniques, Fuzzy k-means and F

were selected for Iris and Zoo respectively. ARI and MS values of Fuzzy k-
Mukhopadhyay 2013) and (Saha 2013a) respectively. In Fuzzy k-means case all values 

 
Table III.Validity indexes measures of Fuzzy k-means, MOMoDEFC and Hill Climbing with 

Random Strategy operator in numeric data set Iris. 
 
 
 

Approaches  XB ARI MS 
means 60.8520 0.3302 0.7832 0.4603 

MOMoDEFC 62.2102 0.1274 0.9342 0.2636 
Randomstrategy 62.30 0.22 0.80 0.51 

value suggests, in the Iris data set, the Fuzzy k-means approach 
n HC Random Strategy. However for XB values the opposite occurs

HC Random strategy suggest clusters with larger separations between them. The approach developed 
arch offers better ARI but worse MS values than the Fuzzy k-means approach, which suggests in 

cannot be determined precisely which method offers better results, nevertheless
is offered. MOMoDEFC indexes validity values are worse
 where there is a major difference.  
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Random strategy (based on previous 
of ARI and MS values. 

able to model fuzzy 
, it was designed for 

(MOMoDEFC) method 
can only cover numerical domain, therefore data set Iris is suitable scope for 

means and Fuzzy k-
-medoids were 

means case all values 

means, MOMoDEFC and Hill Climbing with 

approach identifies 
the opposite occurs, better results 

pproach developed 
, which suggests in 

rs better results, nevertheless a starting 
worse but similar 
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Table IV.Validity indexes measures of Fuzzy k
Random Strategy operator in numeric data set Zoo.

 Approaches

Da
ta s

et Z
oo Fuzzy k-medoids

MODEFCCD
Random strategy

 
In the Zoo data set, the Fuzzy k-medoids
values with respect to the HC Random strategy
contrasting results occurs in both data sets when mono objective optimization te
multiobjective HC Random Strategy approach
On the other hand, MODEFCCD provides better results with respect to 
approach. 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Hill climbing needed to be adapted from its original definition in order to apply Pareto optimal principles. 
Although, this has been done in the past, according to literature surveyed, hill climbing had not been used 
to face multiobjective partitional clus
present here. Moreover, the solution presented is capable of cover
Multiple operators were designed in order to explore
themedoid representation previously adopted. 
After experiments were carried out, switching strategies show the best results in both databases according 
to external validity indexes values in contrast to single operators. This indicates swit
resulted in benefits from using various operators instead of just one, diversifying and stretching searching 
space every time that a switch occurs, which allows a more sophisticated exploration of searching space.
 
5. FUTURE WORK 
 
More experiments need to be done in order to run significant test and obtain stronger evidence comparing 
different alternative presented in this research
search the space in an efficient manner and taking into account that 
more operators can be designed in order to feed this approach
representation offers the opportunity to 
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Table IV.Validity indexes measures of Fuzzy k-medoids, MODEFCCD and Hill Climbing with 
Random Strategy operator in numeric data set Zoo. 

 
 

Approaches  XB ARI MS 
medoids - - 0.7121   0.4313 

MODEFCCD - - - 0.2461 
Random strategy 25.7782   

 
0.1337   0.8266   0.5015 

medoidsapproach offers better results for the MS value but worse
HC Random strategy approach. It can be outlined that the same phenomenon of 

contrasting results occurs in both data sets when mono objective optimization te
trategy approaches are compared according to ARI and MS valu

EFCCD provides better results with respect to MS over the HC Random S

Hill climbing needed to be adapted from its original definition in order to apply Pareto optimal principles. 
Although, this has been done in the past, according to literature surveyed, hill climbing had not been used 
to face multiobjective partitional clustering, therefore a novel alternative to tackling such a problem

solution presented is capable of covering fuzzy domain and mixed data.
Multiple operators were designed in order to explore the neighborhood of each state takin

medoid representation previously adopted.  
After experiments were carried out, switching strategies show the best results in both databases according 
to external validity indexes values in contrast to single operators. This indicates switching strategies 

benefits from using various operators instead of just one, diversifying and stretching searching 
switch occurs, which allows a more sophisticated exploration of searching space.

ments need to be done in order to run significant test and obtain stronger evidence comparing 
different alternative presented in this research against solutions surveyed in literature.Due to necessity o
search the space in an efficient manner and taking into account that switching strategies show better results, 
more operators can be designed in order to feed this approach. Also the possibility of using 
representation offers the opportunity to design different and specific operators. 
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medoids, MODEFCCD and Hill Climbing with 

 

 
 

MS value but worse ARI 
. It can be outlined that the same phenomenon of 

contrasting results occurs in both data sets when mono objective optimization techniques and 
are compared according to ARI and MS values.  

HC Random Strategy 

Hill climbing needed to be adapted from its original definition in order to apply Pareto optimal principles. 
Although, this has been done in the past, according to literature surveyed, hill climbing had not been used 

tackling such a problem is 
fuzzy domain and mixed data. 

neighborhood of each state taking into account 
After experiments were carried out, switching strategies show the best results in both databases according 

ching strategies 
benefits from using various operators instead of just one, diversifying and stretching searching 

switch occurs, which allows a more sophisticated exploration of searching space. 

ments need to be done in order to run significant test and obtain stronger evidence comparing 
Due to necessity of 
show better results, 

Also the possibility of using prototype 
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Different alternatives presented in this research have been only applied to experimental data set. 
these can be applied to real data sets
local search meta heuristics (such as Hill Climbing) in order to tackle complex problem of performing 
multiobjective partitional clustering. 
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